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In this work we address the problem of determining the optimal types of products and their quantities 

that should be loaded on a fleet of heterogeneous one or two level trucks so that the weighted sum of 

delivered products is maximized, with the weights being an exponential function of the lateness com- 

puted for each unit shipped. We propose a mixed integer linear formulation followed by a two-phase 

solution approach. During phase one the formulation is solved aiming at maximizing the weighted sum 

of products delivered, whereas for the second phase, the formulation is solved aiming at minimizing the 

number of trucks, while ensuring that the objective function attained in phase one is not compromised. 

A greedy heuristic is also proposed in order to better quantify the advantages of adopting the proposed 

exact approach with respect to solution quality. To assess the performance of the proposed approach we 

used two sets of test instances, a large set of randomly generated instances that resemble the practi- 

cal application that motivated this research, and a small set of real instances provided by the company. 

The results of our computational experiments suggest that the proposed exact solution approach is very 

effective in solving realistic sized instances. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The work discussed in this paper was motivated by a motorcy-

le assembly company that needs to determine, on a daily basis,

hich motorcycles to load onto a heterogeneous fleet of trucks for

istribution. The motorcycles are distributed along a series of pre-

etermined routes with the goal of meeting the due dates of cus-

omer orders to the highest extent possible. The company sells its

roducts through a network of dealers scattered over a wide geo-

raphical area. As these dealers place orders dynamically over time

equesting one or several stock keeping unites (i.e., SKUs) in differ-

nt quantities, an expected arrival date (i.e., due date) is defined

or each SKU. In order to fulfill these orders, the company has de-

ned a set of fixed routes, all starting at its centralized depot. Each

ealer in the distribution network belongs to an external company,

nd a company may own one or several dealers. For the remainder

f this paper, the companies that own one or more dealers will be

eferred to as customers of the motorcycle assembly company. A

ypical route visits several cities and includes all dealers located in

he cities along its path, so that each dealer is assigned to a single

oute. As an example, Fig. 1 presents an instance with three routes,

hree customers, and 13 dealers color-coded depending on the cus-
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omer that owns these dealers. Every day a fleet of heterogeneous

rucks is loaded and dispatched to deliver the products to the

ealers. The trucks are assigned to the routes depending on the

he total demand in each route, the number of trucks available, the

n-hand inventory of each SKU, and the credit availability for each

ustomer. The latter criterion refers to the fact that customers pay

or the motorcycles several days or even weeks after they arrive to

he dealers. The financial department of the company has defined

 credit line for each customer (i.e., a maximum dollar amount

hat each customer can owe to the company at any point in time),

nd thus, the number or motorcycles that can be delivered to the

ealers of a certain customer sometimes is limited by the credit

ine available. This credit line varies over time depending on the

ayments made by the customer, and on the dollar value of the

otorcycles shipped to the dealers of a given customer (note that

he credit line is assigned to a customer, not to a specific dealer).

nce a truck is assigned to one of the routes, it visits all cities

n the route delivering products to those dealers. The fleet of

rucks belongs to an external supplier that charges the motorcycle

ssembly company a per-unit rate that depends on the size of

he SKU and the distance between the depot and the dealer to

hich the SKU has to be delivered. This implies that the decision

n the number of SKUs to load on a given truck, and on which

ruck to assign to a given route, should be made based on service

onsiderations; this is, on minimizing late deliveries. A list of the

ost important assumptions considered in this work follows: 
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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Fig. 1. Problem overview. 

Fig. 2. Top view of a loaded truck. 
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• We assume that all the trucks depart from a single depot, and

the time that a truck spends traveling from the depot to the

first dealer, and the travel time between every pair of dealers

on its route are deterministic and known in advance. 
• The unloading time at the dealer’s sites is negligible. As a truck

requires several days to complete a route, the unloading times

are negligible compared to the travel times between cities. 
• The routes are assumed to be pre-defined and fixed. One

reason for making this assumption is that the cities where the

dealers are located are grouped in clusters, and there is only

one highway that connects the depot with all the cities within

the cluster, leaving no decision regarding for routing. 
• A single dimension is considered for the motorcycle SKUs

(i.e., the width). This assumption reflects the fact that in the

problem that motivated this research, there is a single feasible

orientation to load the SKUs in any truck, regardless of its

capacity. As an example, Fig. 2 depicts the top view of a truck

loaded with three units of an SKU of width a , and four units of

another SKU of width b . 
• The problem in the company that motivated this research is

solved on a daily basis. We assume that it is not possible to

plan ahead for several days of operation as it is not feasible

to accurately forecast some of the parameters needed to solve

the problem (e.g., the on-hand inventory for each SKU at the

end of the day, or the number and capacity of the trucks that

will become available at the end of the day, and the payments

made by the customers, among others). 
p  

Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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• Early deliveries are desirable and, thus, not penalized. 

To solve this problem we propose a mixed integer linear pro-

ramming (MILP) formulation followed by a two-phase solution

pproach. During phase one the formulation is solved aiming at

aximizing the weighted sum of products delivered, whereas for

he second phase, the formulation is solved aiming at minimizing

he number of trucks, while ensuring that the objective function

ttained in phase one is not compromised. One might interpret the

roblem as if there is a trade-off between units shipped and num-

er of vehicles used. However, it is also true that all SKUs must be

hipped at some point in time. By shipping less units to save, say

ne truck, the decision maker would be deferring the shipment

f these units for later, thus affecting customer service. This is

he reason behind modeling the problem as a single customer

ervice objective problem, leaving the number of trucks used in

he solution as a subordinate metric. We follow the proposed two-

hase approach to ensure that the optimum of customer service

s attained while using the least number of trucks. The model

nsures that the trucks are used efficiently is by means of the

onstraint that imposes a minimum capacity usage on the trucks.

 greedy heuristic is also proposed as a means for assessing the

mpact of implementing the proposed exact approach. The remain-

er of this paper is organized as follows. A literature review is

resented in Section 2 . A formal description of the problem along

ith a mixed integer linear formulation for the problem, and a

roposed two-phase solution approach is described in Section 3 . A
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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reedy heuristic for solving the problem is described in Section 4 ,

hereas a summary of the results of a computational experiment

arried out to assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach is

resented in Section 5 . Conclusions are presented in Section 6 . 

. Literature review 

The problem addressed in this work is as a variant of the

o-called vehicle loading problem (VLP), which is in turn related

o two types of well-known logistics problems: (1) the container

oading problem, and (2) the vehicle routing problem. 

.1. The container loading problem 

The container loading problem (CLP) consists in determining

he optimal combination and placement of items (the cargo)

nside one or more larger containers, with respect to some ob-

ective. In general, the cargo items are restricted to rectangular

hapes ( Bortfeldt & Wäscher, 2013 ) as it is common to pack

tems within boxes or pallets before loading. However, some work

as been done in loading non-rectangular but regularly shaped

tems ( Fraser & George, 1994; Stoyan & Yaskov, 2012 ), as well as

rregularly shaped items such as furniture ( Egeblad, Garavelli, Lisi,

 Pisinger, 2010 ) and automobiles ( Liu, Smith, & Qian, 2016 ). 

The primary type of constraint is that imposed by the con-

ainer’s capacity, either in terms of volume ( Brown, Ellis, Graves,

 Ronen, 1987; Yüceer & Özakça, 2010 ) or weight ( Dereli & Das,

010 ), or its dimensions ( Che, Huang, Lim, & Zhu, 2011; Respen

 Zufferey, 2017; Romão, dos Santos, & Arroyo, 2012; Tian, Zhu,

im, & Wei, 2016 ). Other constraints include restrictions on weight

istribution ( Makarem & Haraty, 2010 ), on cargo orientation

 Bortfeldt, Gehring, & Mack, 2003 ), loading order and priority

 Ren, Tian, & Sawaragi, 2011; Respen & Zufferey, 2017; Tian et al.,

016 ), load stability and balance ( Alonso, Alvarez-Valdes, Iori,

 Parreño, 2019; Ramos, Silva, & Oliveira, 2018 ), among others.

he problem can be formulated for a single container or truck

 Bortfeldt et al., 2003; Respen & Zufferey, 2017; Yüceer & Özakça,

010 ), or for several ( Che et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016; Toffolo,

sprit, Wauters, & Berghe, 2017 ). In the latter case, containers

an be either homogeneous ( Thapatsuwan, Pongcharoen, Hicks, &

hainate, 2012 ) or heterogenous ( Che et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016 ).

ome of the objectives found in the literature include maximizing

apacity utilization ( Chunyu, Jinying, & Xiaobo, 2010; Dereli & Das,

010; Ramos et al., 2018 ), minimizing cost ( Che et al., 2011; Tian

t al., 2016 ), minimizing the number of containers required ( Toffolo

t al., 2017 ), maximizing profit ( Liu et al., 2016 ), maximizing space

tilization, ( Che et al., 2011; Tian et al., 2016 ), and maximizing

eplenishment time ( Yüceer & Özakça, 2010 ). Since the CLP is an

P-hard problem, exact methods are limited in their application

 Respen & Zufferey, 2017 ), especially when realistic constraints are

ncluded in the model. Hence, heuristics ( Egeblad et al., 2010; Tof-

olo et al., 2017 ), meta-heuristics ( Bortfeldt et al., 2003 ), and hybrid

ethods ( Chunyu et al., 2010; Dereli & Das, 2010; Romão et al.,

012 ) are the most common means for solving it. A detailed review

f the literature concerning the CLP can be found in Bortfeldt and

äscher (2013) . A review covering 3D loading problems in partic-

lar can be found in Zhao, Bennell, Bekta ́c, and Dowsland (2016) . 

.2. The vehicle routing problem 

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) seeks to find the optimal

et of routes used by a fleet of vehicles to satisfy the needs

f a series of customers. The problem is commonly modeled

s a network construction problem, where nodes can represent

ither depots (starting points) or delivery sites (terminal points)
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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 Braekers, Ramaekers, & Nieuwenhuyse, 2016 ). The model de-

ermines which edges should be present in the network. Many

eal-life complexities have been incorporated into the problem

uch as time-dependent travel times ( Balseiro, Loiseau, & Ramonet,

011 ), time windows for delivery ( Braaten, Gjønnes, Hvattum, &

irado, 2017; Campelo, Neves-Moreira, Amorim, & Almada-Lobo,

018; Cornillier, Boctor, & Renaud, 2012 ), deterministic vs. stochas-

ic demands, fleets of homogenous ( Kim, Kim, & Shim, 2002 )

r heterogeneous ( Jiang, Ng, Poh, & Teo, 2014; Leung, Zhang,

hang, Hua, & Lim, 2013 ) vehicles, delivery and pick up sites

 Zachariadis, Tarantilis, & Kiranoudis, 2016 ), and so on. The most

ommon objective is the minimization of transportation costs

 Hokama, Miyazawa, & Xavier, 2016; Kim et al., 2002; Leung et al.,

013; Reil, Bortfeldt, & Mönch, 2018; Ronen & Goodhart, 2008 )

r distances ( Campelo et al., 2018 ), though other objectives have

een used such as maximizing revenue ( Cornillier et al., 2012 ),

umber of customers visited ( Jiang et al., 2014 ), as well as other

actors, such as inventory holding costs ( Kim & Kim, 20 0 0 ). Like

he CLP, different solution methods have been used to solve the

RP, with meta-heuristics being the dominant ones. See Braekers

t al. (2016) for a recent survey of the available literature. 

VRP formulations are increasingly taking loading restrictions

nto consideration, thus creating a hybrid of the VRP with the CLP.

he same objectives and constraints used for the CLP are included

n these formulations ( Leung et al., 2013; Reil et al., 2018; Wei,

hang, Zhang, & Lim, 2015; Zachariadis et al., 2016 ). A valuable

eview of the literature on VRP with loading constraints can be

ound in Pollaris, Braekers, Caris, Janssens, and Limbourg (2015) . 

.3. The truck loading problem 

The work we present in this paper belongs to a class of prob-

ems, hereafter referred to as the truck loading problem (TLP),

hat do not fall into either the CLP or the VRP as presented above.

ithin this class we include problems that unlike the VRP do not

eek to design the routes to be followed by the trucks, and do

ot fall into the category of CLP, as loading containers (i.e. trucks)

ithout exceeding some space or weight constraints is only one of

he several dimensions the problem considers. In the earliest work

e are aware of in this area, Milosavljevi ́c, Teodorovi ́c, Papi ́c, and

avkovi ́c (1996) proposed a model based on fuzzy logic to assign

 fleet of heterogeneous trucks to a set of transportation requests.

 smilar theme was followed by Brown and Ronen (1997) , who

ocused on selecting whether orders should be consolidated into

rucks for shipping without concern for routes or specific loading

atterns. The same problem addressed in Milosavljevi ́c et al.

1996) was considered by Vukadinovi ́c, Teodorovi ́c, and Pavkovi ́c

1999) , who proposed a neuro-fuzzy approach to tackle the prob-

em. Cordeau, Dell’Amico, Falavigna, and Iori (2015) solve a routing

roblem for deliveries to automotive dealers by considering dis-

ance traveled, fixed costs and service costs using a heterogeneous

ruck fleet. They constrain the solutions based on restrictions on

oading the vehicles onto the trucks and also penalize solutions

ith late deliveries. This is done over a planning horizon of

everal days and is solved with a heuristic approach. To the best

f our knowledge, the works in the literature that are closest to

ur work are Yüceer and Özakça (2010) , and Liu et al. (2016) . In

üceer and Özakça (2010) , the authors address the problem of

etermining which SKUs should be loaded onto a single truck

nd in what quantity so that the replenishment time of each

roduct at each destination is maximized. This work considers a

ingle truck divided into several compartments, all of them with

 different capacity in terms of space; and several destination

oints along a single fixed route. The work addressed by Liu

t al. (2016) considers a heterogeneous fleet of trucks that needs

o be assigned to a single destination point with the objective
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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Table 1 

Main differences to related works in the literature. 

Yüceer and Özakça (2010) Liu et al. (2016) Present work 

Fleet Single truck Heterogeneous Heterogeneous 

Truck levels Single Multiple Multiple 

Number of trucks used Not applicable Not considered Considered as a subordinate metric 

Routes Single Single Multiple 

Packing dimensions One Two One 

Demand due dates Not considered Not considered Considered 

On-hand inventory Not considered Considered Considered 

Objective Replenishment time Profit Timely delivery of products 
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maximizing the total profit. This work devotes a fair amount of

attention to the geometry of both the transporting trucks, which

may have one or two levels, and the product being transported,

which are automobiles of different geometries. In our work, the

objective pursued is the timely delivery of motorcycles to dealers,

with no regard to transportation costs, with the number of trucks

used in the solution treated only as a subordinate metric. The pro-

posed approach in our work is novel in considering multiple trucks

and routes simultaneously, along with considering both on-hand

inventory and customer credit lines as part of the decision-making

process. A summary of the most relevant differences between

these two works and the present work is presented in Table 1 . 

3. Mathematical formulation 

Formally, we are given a set of distributors or dealers scattered

over a wide geographical area. Each dealer has been previously

assigned to one of several routes that are periodically visited by a

fleet of trucks in order to fulfill orders placed by the dealers along

the route. We let S be the set of SKUs, R the set of fixed routes

and C the set of customers. Each dealer belongs to a customer,

and it is possible that several dealers, even if assigned to different

routes, belong to the same customer. We let E rc be the set of

dealers along route r ∈ R that belong to customer c ∈ C . We let T

be the set of trucks and L t the set of levels or decks of truck t ∈ T .

To solve the problem above, the following mixed integer linear

programming formulation is developed. 

Sets 

S SKU’s 

R Routes 

C Customers 

E rc Dealers along route r ∈ R that belong to customer c ∈ C
T Trucks 

L t Levels of truck t ∈ T 

Parameters 

q tl Capacity of the lth level of truck t ∈ T 
ρt Fraction of the capacity of truck t ∈ T that must be used if 

assigned to a route 

I i Inventory on hand of SKU i ∈ S
p i Price of SKU i ∈ S
f i Size of SKU i ∈ S
μc Maximum amount of money that can be assigned to customer 

c ∈ C
d irk Demand of SKU i ∈ S by the k th dealer along route r ∈ R 
e rk Time required by a truck to reach the k th dealer along route r ∈ R 
τirk Time before the demand of SKU i ∈ S at the k th dealer along 

route r ∈ R is due 

λ A real number strictly greater than one (i.e. λ > 1 ) 

Decision variables 

x irtl := Units of SKU i ∈ S to be loaded onto the l − th 

level of truck t ∈ T for delivery along route r ∈ R 
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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 irk := Units of SKU i ∈ S to be delivered to the k − th 

dealer along route r ∈ R 

 rt := 

{
1 If truck t ∈ T is assigned to route r ∈ R 

0 Otherwise 

bjective functions 

aximize 
∑ 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

r∈ R 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

λe rk −τirk · z irk (1)

inimize 
∑ 

r∈ R 

∑ 

t∈ T 
y rt (2)

.t: 

 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

l∈ L t 
f i · x irtl � q tl · y rt ∀ r ∈ R, t ∈ T , l ∈ L t (3)

 

i ∈ S 
f i · x irtl � 

∑ 

l∈ L t 
ρt · q tl · y rt ∀ r ∈ R, t ∈ T (4)

 

t∈ T 

∑ 

l∈ L t 
x irtl � 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

d irk ∀ i ∈ S, r ∈ R (5)

 irk � d irk ∀ i ∈ S, r ∈ R, c ∈ C, k ∈ E rc (6)

 

t∈ T 

∑ 

l∈ L t 
x irtl = 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

z irk ∀ i ∈ S, r ∈ R (7)

 

r∈ R 

∑ 

t∈ T 

∑ 

l∈ L t 
x irtl � I i ∀ i ∈ S (8)

 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

r∈ R 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

p i · z irk � μc ∀ c ∈ C (9)

 

r∈ R 
y rt � 1 ∀ t ∈ T (10)

 rt ∈ { 0 , 1 } ∀ r ∈ R, t ∈ T (11)

 irtl ∈ Z 

+ ∀ i ∈ S, r ∈ R, t ∈ T , l ∈ L t (12)

 irk ∈ Z 

+ ∀ i ∈ S, r ∈ R, c ∈ C, k ∈ E rc (13)

The primary objective function in expression (1) aims at max-

mizing the weighted sum of the number of SKUs shipped to the

ealers, with the weights being an exponential function of the

ateness associated with each SKU. The reason for using an expo-

ential function is twofold: first, it ensures that the weights are

lways positive, regardless if the lateness is positive or negative;
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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nd second, it assigns significantly higher weights to SKUs with

arger lateness values. A secondary objective function in expression

2) aims at minimizing the number of trucks sent to distribute

he product, and it is used to ensure that the number of trucks

sed while maximizing expression (1) is kept at its minimum.

onstraints in expression (3) limit the total product being loaded

o a level of a truck to its capacity, whereas constraints in expres-

ion (4) ensure that if a truck is to be assigned to a route, it has

o be loaded to a certain fraction of its capacity. These constraints

revent the model from sending a truck to a route with only

 small fraction of its capacity being used. The constraints in

xpression (5) limit the number of SKUs loaded in a truck to the

otal demand of such SKU in the route to which the truck was

ssigned to, whereas expression (6) limits the number of units of

 given SKU delivered to a particular dealer to the units demanded

y such dealer. Expression (7) is a balance equation needed so

hat all the SKUs loaded on a truck are to be delivered to one

r more dealers in the route. Expression (8) limits the number

f units shipped of a given SKU in all the trucks to the on-hand

nventory available for that SKU, whereas constraints in expression

9) impose a limit on the dollar amount released to a given

ustomer. Finally, the constraints in expression (10) assure that a

ruck can only be assigned to at most one route, while expressions

11), (12) and (13) define the domains of the decision variables. 

 two-phase solution approach 

In order to solve an instance of the problem at hand, our

roposed two-phase solution approach works as follows. First, the

ILP formulation is solved using expression (1) as the objective

unction. Once a solution for this first phase is reached with an

bjective function value of say, α∗; phase two consists of solving

he MILP formulation again, this time using expression (2) as

he objective function. In the latter phase, besides the set of

onstraints described earlier in this section, the constraint in ex-

ression (14) is included in the formulation. The rationale behind

sing this two-phase approach is to guarantee that the objective

unction in expression (1) is maximized using the least number of

rucks possible. 
 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

j∈ J 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E jc 
λe jk −r i jk · z i jk � α∗ (14) 

. A greedy heuristic 

The problem that motivated this research is currently solved on

 daily basis following a trial-and-error approach implemented on

 spreadsheet. The process of finding a feasible solution requires

he effort s of three people and t akes no less than three hours.

he heuristic described below is far more sophisticated than the

urrent solution approach, and thus, will be used later in this work

s an upper bound on the performance of the current spreadsheet

pproach. This implies that the savings of using our two-phase

pproach when compared to the greedy heuristic described below

hould be regarded as a conservative metric. To describe the

reedy heuristic we use the same notation defined to describe

he MILP formulation in Section 3 . Some additional notation is

ow introduced. We let W r , computed as in expression (15) , be

he value of objective function (1) attributable to route r if all the

nassigned SKUs in the route are shipped. In a similar fashion,

he total truck space required to ship all the demand in route r

i.e., S r ) yet to be assigned to a truck, is defined as in expression

16) . In both expressions, we let u ijk be an upper bound on the

umber of units of SKU i that can be shipped to the k - th dealer

n route r , and is calculated as in expression (17) , where Q is the

aximum truck capacity, and c k r is the index of the customer to
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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hich the k - th dealer along route r belongs to. We use expressions

15), (16) , and (17) to calculate the ratio γr = 

W r 
S r 

for every route

 ∈ R . The value of γ r captures the potential contribution to the

bjective function of route r per unit of truck space, and it is used

s a means to prioritize the routes while executing the greedy

euristic: a large γ r value indicates that the corresponding route

s a good candidate for being assigned to a truck. The greedy

euristic is described in Algorithm 1 . 

lgorithm 1 

1: q t ← q t ∀ t ∈ T , Solution ← ∅ 
2: while T rue do 

3: if max r∈ R { γr } = 0 then 

4: return Solution 

5: else 

6: ˆ r ← argmax r∈ R { γr } 
7: for t ∈ T do 

8: δi ̂ r k ← d i ̂ r k ∀ i ∈ S, c ∈ C, k ∈ E ˆ r c 
9: μ

c k 
ˆ r 

← μ
c k 

ˆ r 

∀ c ∈ C, k ∈ E ˆ r c 

10: I i ← I i ∀ i ∈ S

11: repeat 

12: λt 
i ̂ r k 

← min 

{
δi ̂ r k , I i , 

⌊ 

q t 
δi ̂ r k · f i 

⌋ 

, 

⌊ μ
c k 

ˆ r 
δi ̂ r k ·p i 

⌋ 

}
∀ i ∈ S, c ∈

C, k ∈ E ˆ r c 
13: [ ̂ i , ̂  k ] ← argmax i ∈ S,c∈ C,k ∈ E ˆ r c { 2 e ˆ r k −τˆ i ̂ r k · λt 

i ̂ r k 
} 

14: δˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 
← δˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

− λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

15: I ˆ i ← I ˆ i − λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

16: μ
c 

ˆ k 
ˆ r 

← μ
c 

ˆ k 
ˆ r 

− p ˆ i · λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

17: q t ← q t − f ˆ i · λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

18: until λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

= 0 

19: end for 

0: �ˆ r ← 

{ 

t ∈ T | q t −q t 
q t 

� ρt 

} 

21: if ‖ �ˆ r ‖ = 0 then 

2: return Solution 

3: else 

4: ˆ t ← argmax t∈ �{ q t } 
5: for all i ∈ S, c ∈ C, k ∈ E ˆ r c | λˆ t 

i ̂ r k 
> 0 do 

6: Solution ← Solution ∪{ [ ̂ t , ̂  r , i, k, λˆ t 
i ̂ r k 

] } 
27: d i ̂ r k ← d i ̂ r k − λˆ t 

i ̂ r k 

8: I ˆ i ← I ˆ i − λˆ t 
i ̂ r k 

9: μ
c k 

ˆ r 

← μ
c k 

ˆ r 

− p i · λˆ t 
i ̂ r k 

0: end for 

31: T ← T \ { ̂ t } 
2: end if 

3: end if 

4: end while 

 r = 

∑ 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

λe jk −τirk · u irk (15) 

 r = 

∑ 

i ∈ S 

∑ 

c∈ C 

∑ 

k ∈ E rc 

f i · u irk (16) 

 irk = min 

{
I i , 

⌊
Q 

d irk · f i 

⌋
, 

⌊
μc k r 

d irk · p i 

⌋}
(17) 

From a general point of view, the greedy heuristic repeats the

ollowing four steps: 

1. Identify ˆ r , the index of the route with the highest γ ratio (see

line 6). 
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Table 2 

Parameters and values for test instance generation. 

Parameter Values 

SKUs [100, 200] 

Routes [10, 20] 

Trucks [5, 10,15, 20, 25] 

Customers [5, 10, 15] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 

Truck sizes. 

Truck size Number of levels Capacity Level 1 Capacity Level 2 

Small 1 20 –

Medium 2 18 17 

Large 2 35 30 
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2. Virtually load each available truck t by following a greedy

strategy (see lines 11–18) that iteratively identifies the combi-

nation of SKU ( ̂ i ), dealer ( ̂ k ), and quantity ( λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

) that contributes

the most to the objective function (lines 12 and 13). Once

identified, the algorithm loads λt 
ˆ i ̂ r ̂ k 

units of SKU 

ˆ i onto truck

t destined for the ˆ k th dealer in route ˆ r (see line 12). The

unfilled demand, the on-hand inventory, the credit line of

the corresponding customer, and the available space in (the

copy of) truck t are updated (see lines 14–17). The algorithm

continues to follow this strategy until all available tucks are

virtually loaded with as many units as possible. 

3. Define �ˆ r as the set of candidate trucks that can be assigned

to route ˆ r . Here, truck t belongs to �ˆ r if the truck meets the

minimum truck capacity utilization constraint represented by

ρt (see line 20). 

4. Identify, among the trucks in �ˆ r , the index of the truck that

contributes the most to the objective function if assigned to

route ˆ r (i.e. ˆ t in line 24). Assign truck ˆ t to route ˆ r , and physi-

cally load it as it was loaded in the previous step (lines 25–30).

Eliminate truck ˆ t from the set of available trucks (lines 31). 

This algorithm stops either because there are no feasible routes

(line 4), or because there are no trucks available (line 22). The

former happens when it is not possible to load a truck that

meets its minimum capacity constraint and assign it to a route, or

because there is not enough demand, inventory, or credit line. 

5. Computational results 

Two sets of instances were used to evaluate the performance

of the proposed two-phase exact approach. A first set of 300 in-

stances was generated randomly based on the loading operation

that inspired this research, whereas a second set of five real in-

stances, corresponding to five consecutive days of operation, was

provided by the company. Four parameters were considered to

generate the first set of test instances: (1) the number of SKUs, (2)

the number of routes, (3) the number of trucks, and (4) the num-

ber of customers. A table with the different values considered for

each parameter is presented in Table 2 . For each combination of

the values of these parameters (i.e. 60), five independent instances

were generated, for a total of 300. The reader may refer to https://

github.com/mcvelezg/mldiatlp/ to access the test instances we gen-

erated, and the complete results of the computational experiments.

The procedure we followed to generate each instance is now

explained. For each route in the instance, the number of dealers

in the route was sampled from a discrete uniform distribution

between 20 and 30. Now, for each dealer in the route two param-

eters were generated randomly: (1) the index of the customer to

which the dealer belongs to, and (2) the time it takes for a truck

to travel from the depot to its location. The index of the customer

was sampled from a discrete uniform distribution between one

and the number of customers in the instance. As per the time

required for a truck to reach the dealer, we proceeded as follows.

The time to reach the first dealer in the route was sampled from

a discrete uniform distribution between zero and one; whereas

the time to reach any other dealer was computed as the time

required to reach its immediate predecessor in the route plus a
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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ample from a discrete uniform distribution between zero and

ne. To clarify, if dealer A comes immediately before dealer B in a

iven route (say A → B), the travel time to reach B is computed

s the travel time to reach A plus a non-negative number (either

 or 1). As these travel times represent days, an additional travel

ime of zero means that both dealers (A and B) are in the same

ity and thus served within the same day, whereas an additional

ravel time of one (day) means that it takes the truck one day to

each B after visiting A. The maximum dollar amount that can be

eleased to each customer (i.e., the value of the parameter μc ) was

ampled from a discrete uniform distribution between $10,0 0 0 and

20,0 0 0. For the capacity of the trucks, we considered three sizes

s described in Table 3 . These sizes, number of levels and level

apacities correspond to the real application that motivated this

esearch. The size of each truck in each instance was randomly

hosen from this set of sizes. 

The data related to the SKUs in the instance was generated

s follows. For each SKU i ∈ S , three independent quantities were

andomly generated: (1) the on-hand inventory I i , (2) the price p i ,

nd (3) the size f i . The first two parameters were sampled from

 discrete uniform distribution in the intervals [1, 20] and [150,

00], respectively. As per the sizes, the values were randomly

rawn from the set {1, 1.5, 2}. To generate demand at the dealer

evel we proceeded as follows. First, we randomly generated the

umber of SKUs demanded by each dealer by sampling a discrete

niform distribution between one and ten. Second, we selected

t random the corresponding number of SKUs from the pool of

KUs in the instance. Once the group of SKUs demanded by a

iven dealer is generated, we continued to randomly sample from

iscrete uniform distributions two quantities for each SKU: (1)

he number of units requested, and (2) the number of time units

emaining until the demand is due. The former was sampled

etween one and ten, whereas the latter was sampled from the

nterval [ −5, 10] to account for the fact that some demands are

lready overdue at the time the problem is to be solved. 

The second set of instances was obtained from the company

hat motivated this research and corresponds to five consecutive

ays of operation. The solutions obtained and implemented by

he decision makers were also provided by the company, and

ill be used later in this section for assessing the effective-

ess of the proposed solution approach. The following are the

haracteristics of this set of instances: 10 routes, 127 SKUs, 230

ealers in total, and the number of trucks between 15 and 20.

he trucks in these instances are as described in Table 3 . Both

ets of test instances as well as detailed results are available at

ttps://github.com/mcvelezg/mldiatlp/ . 

wo-phase approach 

The formulation described in Section 3 was coded in Xpress

osel Version 4.8.2 and each instance was solved using the Gurobi

ptimizer 8.1.1 as the commercial solver. In both phases, the solver

as allowed to run for a maximum of one hour on a machine

ith 64 gigabyte of memory and four Intel Core i7 processors

unning at 2.9 gigahertz under Windows 10 at 64 bits. For phase

ne, we set the relative optimality tolerance at 10 −3 , whereas for

hase two we used an absolute optimality tolerance of 0.99 to

ake advantage of the integrality of the objective function (i.e.,
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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Fig. 3. Run time vs. number of SKUs. 

Fig. 4. Run time vs. number of routes. 
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Fig. 5. Run time vs. number of vehicles. 

Fig. 6. Run time vs. number of customers. 
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umber of trucks). If the solver could not find an optimal solution

ithin the allotted time when solving phase-one formulation, the

est integer solution found so far was transferred to phase two.

s per phase two, if the solver could not converge to an optimal

olution within the allotted time, the best integer solution was

eported. In both phases, if the solver cannot prove optimality

ithin the allotted time of one hour, the best linear relaxation

as also kept for further analysis. To conduct the computational

xperiments the value of the parameter λ (see expressions ( 1 )

nd ( 2 )) was set to 2.0 for the first set of instances, and to 1.1

or the second set. The reason for using different values for this

arameter is that in the real instances provided by the company

here were demands greatly overdue. If a λ value of 2 was used in

hese cases, the value of the objective function would become too

igh and might have numerical instability issues within the solver.

After completing the computational experiments for the ran-

omly generated set of instances, the solver was able to find 248

ut of 300 optimal solutions for the phase-one formulation. For

he 52 remaining instances for which optimality could not be

roved, the average optimality gap after one hour was 0.0437%.

igs. 3–6 present the box-plots of the run times of phase one dis-

riminated by the number of SKUs, routes, trucks, and customers,

espectively. For these figures we used a log scale to better present

he results. From Fig. 3 , we can conclude that the run times seem

o be unaffected by the number of SKUs in the instance. On the

ther hand, from Figs. 4 and 6 it is observed that as the numbers
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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f routes and customers increase, so does the median and the

ariance of the run times. Regarding the effect of the number of

rucks on the run times, the box plots in Fig. 5 show that the

edian run times increase steadily between 5 and 20 trucks. 

Once a solution to the phase-one formulation has been reached,

he value of the objective function in the best solution is used as

 parameter in the phase-two formulation (i.e., α∗ in expression

14) ). The results obtained after solving the phase-two formulation

or the randomly generated instances are now presented. Here

he solver was able to find an optimal solution in 274 out of 300

nstances. For the 22 remaining instances, the average optimality

ap was 11.6%. As in phase one, the box-plots of the run times

in log scale) required to solve the phase-two formulation, dis-

riminated by the number of SKUs, routes, trucks, and customers,

re presented in Figs. 7–10 , respectively. It can be observed from

he figures that the number of SKUs has no clear impact on the

omputational times; however, as the number of routes and trucks

ncrease, so does the median and variance of the computational

imes, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The effect of the number of

ustomers, on the other hand, seems to have no impact on the

omputational times, as seen in Fig. 10 . 

Fig. 11 presents the box-plots of the run times after combining

i.e., adding) the times required by both phases to terminate,

iscriminated by the number of trucks in the instance. Overall, the

edian of the combined run time was 168.96 seconds. 
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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Table 4 

Results summary for real instances. 

Instance Available trucks Company’s Solution Phase 1 Phase 2 

Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 1 Objective 2 Objective 2 

1 17 36,848.40 8 79,335.24 17 17 

2 19 3175.81 4 44,531.32 16 14 

3 15 3586.19 4 10,585.77 8 7 

4 20 3817.48 7 9890.99 10 8 

5 17 8020.23 8 13,627.78 13 11 

Fig. 7. Run time vs. number of SKUs. 

Fig. 8. Run time vs. number of routes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9. Run time vs. number of trucks. 

Fig. 10. Run time vs. number of customers. 
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We now explore the effectiveness of solving phase-two for-

mulation. We do so by quantifying the number of trucks reduced

in phase two with respect to the solution found in phase one.

Fig. 12 presents the number of trucks reduced discriminated by

the number of trucks in the instance. As expected, as the number

of trucks increases, the number of trucks reduced after solving

phase-two formulation also increases. Overall, the results summa-

rized in Fig. 12 support the need of phase two in our approach, as

significant reductions in the number of trucks used in the optimal

solution of phase one can be attained. 

With respect to the real instances provided by the company,

Table 4 presents a comparison between the solutions implemented

by the company, and the solutions obtained after each phase of

the two-phase approach. In all cases the company’s solution uses
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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ignificantly fewer trucks than the number recommended by the

est solution at the expense of a vastly lower value of the objec-

ive function. It is also worth noting that in four out of the five

nstances, the number of trucks used is reduced from phase one to

hase two. The proposed exact approach improves the company’s

olution (objective 1) between 41.15% and 92.87%, although the

ompany’s solution uses between 12.5% and 71.43% fewer trucks

hen compared to the optimal solution. It is interesting that

he company uses fewer trucks but consider how they approach

his problem. It is a combinatorial problem and they usually stop

hen they find a feasible solution, rather than trying to optimize

ustomer service. Because of their ad hoc approach to solving the

roblem, they typically begin and end with fewer trucks to make

he problem more tractable for the human brain. 
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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Fig. 11. Combined run time in the two-phase approach. 

Fig. 12. Trucks reduced in phase two. 
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Fig. 13. 	j values vs. number of trucks. 

Fig. 14. Run times of the greedy heuristic. 

Fig. 15. Difference in the number of trucks used: Greedy vs. two-phase approach. 
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We now analyze the solution quality and run time of the greedy

euristic. For each instance j , the difference 	j between the value

f the objective function (1) obtained after solving the phase-one

ormulation (i.e., Z j ), and the corresponding value found by means

f the greedy heuristic (i.e., G j ), was calculated as a percentage,

sing expression (18) . Fig. 13 presents the box-plots for the 	j 

alues, discriminated by the number of trucks in the instance. 

j = 

Z j − G j 

G j 

· 100% (18) 

verall, the average improvement of the two-phase approach

elative to the greedy heuristic was 5.60%, with a maximum

f 43.53%. Since objective function (1) is the primary objective

f this work, the results summarized in Fig. 13 point out the

otential improvement in terms of customer service level that

an be attained if the proposed two-phase solution approach is

mplemented instead of the greedy heuristic. As per the run time

equired by the greedy heuristic to terminate, Fig. 14 presents

he box-plots of the run times (in seconds) discriminated by the

umber of trucks in the instance. In all cases, the greedy heuristic

ook less than five seconds to terminate. 

Finally, the greedy heuristic, on average, tends to use less trucks

hen compared to the optimal solutions obtained by means of
Please cite this article as: M.C. Vélez-Gallego, A. Teran-Somohano and 
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he proposed two-phase approach. Fig. 15 presents the difference

etween the number of trucks used in the optimal solution, and

he trucks used in the solution found by the greedy heuristic. In

he figure, a positive difference means that the optimal solution

sed more trucks than the greedy heuristic. However, since adding

 truck is not a concern of the company, the improvement in

ustomer service identified by the optimal method compared with
A.E. Smith, Minimizing late deliveries in a truck loading problem, 
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the heuristic comes at no additional cost. A repository with the

test instances, the solution files produced by the solver, and a

spreadsheet file summarizing the results of the computational

experiments is available at https://github.com/mcvelezg/mldiatlp/ . 

6. Conclusions 

This paper has developed an exact approach and a heuristic

to load both one and two level trucks to deliver motorcycles on

routes that span multiple cities. The primary objective is to satisfy

both customer demand and timing of delivery. We consider both

random instances and actual problems from the company that

inspired the work. The exact approach uses a hierarchical structure

to optimize customer satisfaction then considers the number of

trucks used, which each truck has a minimum utilization. Results

greatly improve the solutions which the company identifies with

their current manual approach. After extensive computational

experiments carried out on both real-life and randomly generated

instances, the exact two-phase approach showed to be effective

in solving to optimality 240 out of the 300 instances tested. The

solutions found by means of the two-phase approach were, on

average, 5.60% better than those found using the greedy heuristic.

With respect to computational cost, the two-phase approach took

an average of about 20 minutes to terminate, with approximately

60% of the instances solved within five minutes. The heuristic is

quick and offers almost optimal solutions in most of the cases,

even for realistic sized problems. However, the computational

effort of the exact approach is still very modest and well within

the capabilities of the company. Our work has not considered the

routing decision because in the country considered, the inter-city

road network is very limited and does not offer viable options.

Our approach herein could be furthered by integrating routing

decisions along with the loading decisions for those countries or

regions with routing alternatives. 
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